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PREFACE

KKK. Drie K’s staan zwaar omcirkeld op het papiertje met aantekeningen van de eerste ontmoeting op het
provinciehuis in Groningen. Krimp, Kenniseconomie en Klimaat. Drie thema’s met relevantie voor het landschap
van de Eemsdelta-regio, het landschap waar ik mijn pijlen op zou gaan richten. Het was een mooie kans om met
zeer actuele thema’s aan de slag te gaan en tegelijkertijd eens in de geschiedenis te duiken van een toch wel erg
interessante regio.
Gedurende het onderzoek is de aandacht iets verschoven naar de thema’s klimaat en energie. Deze werden
uiteindelijk de belangrijkste drijvende krachten achter de totstandkoming van het ontwerp dat in dit rapport word
gepresenteerd. Erg gelukkig ben ik dan ook met het feit dat ik gebruik kon maken van de kennis die er met
betrekking tot deze thema’s aanwezig is bij de Provincie Groningen, de Technische Universiteit Delft en de Wageningen Universiteit. Graag wil ik dan ook Rudi, Rob en Andy bedanken voor de motiverende begeleiding.

December 2007,
Kasper Klap

SUMMARY

Problem
Climate change and energy transition will effect the
landscape of the Eemsdelta-region. The most important effect of climate change for the region is the rise
of the sealevel, which causes an increasing pressure
on the seadike in cases of extreme weather. This implies a great risk. Thereby, the sealevel-rise adds to the
increased run-off of water from the mainland, building
up the pressure from fresh and salt water on the lower
areas, especially those below sealevel.
Concerning the energy transition Northern Netherlands
wants to become pioneer in the development of sustainable energy. The Eemsdelta-region offers speciﬁc
potentials for this development, which should be utilized in an optimal way. The harbour of Delfzijl and the
Eemshaven offer speciﬁc potentials for the production,
storage and transportation of sustainable energy and
businesses, greenhouses and dwellings should proﬁt
from these developments. But to turn this offer into
market-demand, it should become attractive area’s for
undertakers and residents, which isn’t the case. The
region must regain attractiveness.
For succesful integration of future developments it’s
necessary to start with an analysis of the historical
development of the landscape of the Eemsdelta-region.
Only with a good understanding of the cultural and
natural processes, landscape quality and degradation,
a transformation into a safe, sustainable and attractive
landscape will emerge.
Method
An applied design process was the medium of research:
research by design. The design process consisted of
three main steps: analysis, integration and design. The
analysis was divided into a site analysis and a program
analysis in order to extract both the problems and opportunities of site and program. For the site analysis
a distinction between original landscapes and modern
landscapes was made to extract landscape quality and
landscape degredation. The program analysis was divided into climate and landscape and energy and landscape, to extract the problems and the opportunities of
the developments in relation with the landscape of the
region. The results of the analysis pointed to a focusarea; a part of the region where the greatest problems

as well as the greatest opportunities were located. This
was the starting-point for integration: solving problems and realizing opportunities. By several conceptual
design-steps the integration developed into a spatial
organisation that ended up in a design.
Analysis
The area of Duurswold/Weiwerd, south of Delfzijl, is
strongly inﬂuenced by modern developments in the
20th century. Mainly because of the creation of industrial area’s the original landscape of terps, that was found
on the map of 1850, dissappeared and today the area
seems to be ‘the brantub of Groningen’: the reservoir of
all sorts of planned and unplanned developments which
aren’t welcome elsewhere. The area of Duurswold/Weiwerd is also the lowest part of the region. The rising
sealevel increases the pressure at the seadike in extreme situations and with a bursting dike the area will
be ﬂooded. Besides this threat of the sea the low area
has to deal with increasing precipitation in winters and
drought in summers.
By the creation of inundation- and buffer-area’s behind
the present seadike, future problems can be avoided.
Interesting potentials were found for a more efﬁcient
and sustainable energy-management. An inundation
plant that generates clean energy out of the movement
of water by inundating low area’s during extreme situations. The generation of clean energy can be combined
with the creation of inundation area´s in the low focus
area of Duurswold/Weiwerd. Another promising potential is the low-ex cascading, that implies efﬁcient use
of heat ﬂows by cascading industries, horticulture and
residences. The industry of Delfzijl offers an amount of
waste heat to realize this cascade.
Integration
With the extraction of landscape qualities, landscape
degredation, problems and opportunities of climate
change and energy transition a spatial integration followed: realizing opportunities and resolving conﬂicts.
It focusses on the area Duurswold/Weiwerd, where the
largest landscape degredation as well as the greatest opportunities were located. In 15 spatial designsteps the area develops towards a safe, sustainable
and attractive landscape of the Eemsdelta-region:
DOLLARD21.

Design
By reserving space for water, the pressure on the
seadikes in extreme situations can be taken away. An
inundation plants provides a controlled inundation of
the lower area´s around Delfzijl in combination with the
generation of clean energy. The border of this inundation area is almost present with existing relief and higher leveled canals south of Delfzijl. With the continuation
of the seadike as a ring around Delfzijl the frame for
the seawater-inlet is completed: the Dollard of the 21st
century appears. It initiates a clear contrast between an
intense and safe city and a open surrounding reserve
that has to deal with the dynamics of salty seawater.
In the design DOLLARD21 the city’s of Delfzijl and Appingedam become part of the landscape they were built
upon: the landscape of wads and terps. Only high-water
resistant buildings and salt and brackish water resistant ecology shall survive. Existing terp-villages retake
their function and an unique and original landscape has
reborn. The city of Delfzijl takes advantage of an improved energy management with an optimal matching
of supply and demand of energy qualities. Waste heat
of the industry is the starting point for the growth of a
high-quality cascading city.
The design is elaborated into the design DOLLARD21/
Delfzeiland, based on the demographical shrinkage of
Delfzijl. This development is taken as an opportunity
for the city of Delfzijl to develop to a totally independent island that represents maximal safety, sustainability
and attractiveness. In 2037 Delfzeiland functions as a
complete self-sufﬁcient city, where people, businesses
and industries act in a maximal efﬁcient state of cooperation. With 25.000 inhabitants the population has
reached its maximum and remains stable.
Conclusion
The developments of climate change and energy transition can contribute to a safe, sustainable and attractive
landscape of the Eemsdelta-region when an integral
spatial approach is taken that reacts actively to climate
change, proﬁts from sustainable energy potentials and
solves landscape degredation. This thesis is founded
with the results of the design process as shown in this
report.
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1.1. Introduction
Delfzijl, 1 November 2006. During a storm the highest
sea-level since 150 years was reached: 4.83 m +NAP.
The water in the Eems was driven up and huge waves
beated against the dikes. An almost-critical situation.
“Groningen is one of the certain ninety weak spots in
the ﬁght against water. The groundlevel decreases, the
sealevel rises, the weather has become more extreme.
The chance that something happens, has increased.
[…] It’s only a matter of time till it goes wrong”, according to Kees Groothuis of the ‘Unie van Waterschappen’
(DvhN, 2006).
We are confronted with a global climate change. Warming of the climate system is unequivocal, as is now
evident from observations of increases in global average air and ocean temperatures, widespread melting of
snow and ice, and rising global average sealevel (IPCC,
2007). For the Northern Netherlands this means that
the temperature will rise a few degrees and that it will
be wetter. This mainly concerns summers, with more
frequent short and heavy showers; in winter it will be
wetter in general and warmer on average.
The most important effect for the Northern Netherlands
is the rise of the sea, most probably around 60 cm
within this century. This means that in cases of storm
and spring-tide the level might be three to four times
higher, and this implies a greater risk. This sealevel-rise
adds to the increased run-off of water from the mainland, building up the pressure from fresh and salt water
on the lower areas, especially those below sealevel
(Dobbelsteen et al, 2006).
At the same time another development appears: energy-transition, a transformation from the use of fossil resources into the use of renewable resources. The main
reason is on the one hand to decrease the CO2-emmission, which is the main cause of climate change. On
the other hand to decrease dependency on the growing
scarcity of fossil resources.
The Task Force Energy-transition emphasizes the need
for a sustainable energy-management: “The lack of
sustainability in the global energy system is a threat for
the world. The speed of CO2-emmission in the atmosphere results in unpredictable changes in the climate
and threatens the stability of ecosystems all over the

world. The level of dependency on global power-politics for the provision of oil and gas leads to unpredictable changes in availability and the price of oil and gas.
This is a threat for our welfare and wellness. To have
enough clean and affordable energy on the long term,
we should decrease our dependency on fossil resources
at every moment and everywhere we can by using
every available technology” (Task Force Energy-transition, 2006).
Northern Netherlands wants to become pioneer in the
development of sustainable energy. With the initiative
Energy Valley, northern governments, (knowledge)
institutions and businesses want to support the energy economy. The aim is to strengthen the economy
and employment in Northern Netherlands by deploying
the energy activities in an optimal way (Energy Valley,
2007).
For the Eemsdelta-region great opportunities seems to
be reserved. The harbour of Delfzijl and the Eemshaven
offer speciﬁc potentials for the production, storage and
transportation of sustainable energy and CO2. Industries, businesses, horticulture and housing should proﬁt
from these developments. But to proﬁt from these
potentials the Eemsdelta-region should become an attractive area for undertakers and residents, which isn’t
the case. Signiﬁcant is the current housing image of the
city of Delfzijl: “it’s too far away, there’s nothing to do
and it doesn’t look well” (Ruimtelijk Planbureau, 2006).
The region should regain attractiveness.
The challenge is to take the present landscape as starting point for future developments. In my opinion it
is necessary for succesful integration of these future
developments to start with an analysis of the historical
development of the landscape of the Eemsdelta-region.
Only with a good understanding of the cultural and
natural processes, landscape quality and degradation,
a transformation into a safe, sustainable and attractive
landscape will emerge. This is the big challenge that is
the foundation for the realization of this thesis-report.
With the design DOLLARD21 I hope to have met these
conditions.
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1.2. Problem statement
The landscape of the Eemsdelta-regio has to deal with
two important developments that will have a strong
spatial impact: climate change and energy transition.
Because of the global climate change the weather will
become more extreme, with more frequent and heavy
rainfall which causes a wetter autumn, winter and
spring. The summers will be dryer. In wet periods the
water from as well urban as agricultural areas should
be stored or carried off fast. In dry periods water is just
needed in dry agricultural areas. The greatest risk is
the sealevel-rise, in cases of storm and spring-tide the
level might be three to four times higher. The pressure
on the seadike increases and so the risk of a bursting
seadike. To avoid future problems and to guarantee a
future safety, spatial adaptation is needed.

3. Which sustainable energy-potentials does the
Eemsdelta-region offer and which spatial problems and
opportunities are related?
4. Which design-steps are appropriate to solve problems and realize opportunities for an integral spatial
development towards a safe, sustainable and attractive
landscape of the Eemsdelta-region?
1.4.

Goal

Energy transition is needed on the one hand to decrease the CO2-emmission, which is the main cause of
climate change. On the other hand to decrease dependency on the growing scarcity of fossil resources.
Northern Netherlands wants to become pioneer in the
development of sustainable energy. The Eemsdeltaregion offer speciﬁc potentials for this development,
which should be utilized in an optimal way. Therefore
the region must regain attractiveness.

This thesis is driven by the goal to present an integral
spatial approach for the landscape of the Eemsdeltaregion that reacts actively to climate change, proﬁts
from the energy potentials and regains attractiveness.
An approach that starts with an analysis of the historical development of the landscape and ends up with an
integral future design that pursues safety, sustainability
and attractiveness. The challenge is to take the present
landscape as starting point for future developments.
Only with a good understanding of the cultural and
natural processes, landscape quality and degradation, a
development towards a safe, sustainable and attractive
landscape will emerge.

1.3.

1.5. Method and theory

Research questions

This report gives the results of an applied design process in order to answer the following research question:
How can the developments of climate change and
energy transition contribute to an integral spatial
development towards a safe, sustainable and
attractive landscape of the Eemsdelta-region?
Sub-questions:
1. What’s the state of the present landscape of the
Eemsdelta-region, where can we ﬁnd landscape quality
and where landscape degradation and what are their
formative forces?
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2. Which problems causes climate change for the
Eemsdelta-region and what are the opportunities for
spatial adaptation?

1.5.1. Method
The research originated out of a given site with a given
future program: the Eemsdelta-region that has to deal
with the developments of climate change and energy
transition. For integration of site and program ﬁrst the
problem, the question and the goal for research were
deﬁned, which were the foundation for further research.
Fig. 1. gives an abstraction of the different phases of
the research as presented in this report. In order to answer the main question the following main steps were
taken: analysis, integration and design. These steps are
parts of the total design process that was medium of
research: research by design.

Integration

Site analysis

Original
landscapes
The
Eemsdeltaregion
Modern
landscapes

Quality
Degredation

Quality
Degredation

Focus-area
Program analysis

Climate
change

Climate
and
landscape

Energy
transition

Energy
and
landscape

Design

Solving problems
Realizing opportunities

Design

la

e

Problems
Opportunities

Problems
Opportunities
Fig. 1. Method

The analysis was divided into a site analysis and a program analysis in order to extract both the problems and
opportunities of site and program. For the site analysis a distinction between original landscapes and modern landscapes was made to extract landscape quality
(opportunities) and landscape degredation (problems).
This because I presumed that original landscapes offer
important landscape qualities and that 19th and 20th
century modern developments like industrialization,
urbanization and agricultural rationalization brought
landscape degradation (§ 1.5.3.).
The program analysis was divided into climate and
landscape and energy and landscape, to extract the
problems and the opportunities of the developments in
relation with the landscape of the region. The ﬁndings

of the analysis phase were used to re-deﬁne the problem statement.
The results of the analysis pointed to a focus-area; a
part of the region where the greatest problems as well
as the greatest opportunities were located. That’s why
the choice was made to take this area as starting-point
for integration: solving problems and realizing opportunities. By several conceptual design-steps the integration transformed into a spatial organisation which
ended up in a design for the focus-area: DOLLARD21.
This design was elaborated with integration of another
development: demographical shrinkage. This resulted in
the design DOLLARD21/Delfzeiland.
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1.5.2. Landscape as a system
Worthful for my research was the approach of the
landscape as a system (Motloch, 2001). According to
Mottloch “the landscape is a ‘whole’ consisting out of
entities and relationships, that functions through interrelatedness of parts, and exhibit existential properties
independent of these parts. [...] System thinking is
unavoidable to promote landscapes of high relevance
and deep meaning that are sustainable (the ability of a
landscape to be sustained without resource depletion or
degradation) and regenerative (function to regenerate
system capacity). This will contribute to system health,
productivity and regeneration when decisions integrate
with systemic order, promote interdependence, respond
to context and integrate interdisciplinary knowledge”.
Motloch distincts two systems: dissapative systems
(highly spontaneous, rapidly changing and inherently
unstable systems) and equilibrium systems (slowly
changing systems, such as late successional ecosystems, characterized by high levels of integration, interaction, positive feedback, self-perpetuation and
regenaration). We have to address dissipative systems
because a history of reductive thinking and insensivity
to context and dynamics has degraded local and global
landscapes, promoting dissipation.
This approach was relevant during my design process, especially in the phase of integration. It pleads for
response to the context, for promoting interdependence
and for integrating interdisciplinary knowledge in order
to design landscapes that are sustainable and regenerative. The decisions I’ve made during the design-steps
tried to approach these principles and to solve landscape degredation and resource depletion.
1.5.3. Deﬁnitions and explanations
Landscape
Compatible with the system-approach Motloch mentions: “landscape is seen as an inclusive term that
embraces wilderness, suburbia, and city. Wilderness is
natural landscape, suburbia is suburban landscape and
the inner city is urban landscape” (Motloch 2001).
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Original landscapes
Historical valuable, often strongly rooted landscapes
(have their origins in the soil), that are still recognizable according to their own characteristics. Original
landscapes have developed low-dynamic with a balanced and strong human-nature relation. That’s why
they gained cultural meaning and are still high appreciated. These landscapes more or less succeeded
to sustain over time and offer important qualities for
future development.
Modern landscapes
Landscapes inﬂuenced by 19th and 20th century modern developments like urbanization, industrialization
and agricultural rationalization. Often high-dynamic,
large-scaled measurements that are autonomous and
interchangeable, because they don’t have relations
with people and context.
Safe landscape
In the report two different interpretations of safety
are used, derived from the treaths of climate change
and the scarcity of fossil resources. Climate change
will cause a rising sealevel, an increasing pressure
on the seadike and so a greater risk for ﬂooding. The
social, environmental and economical damage would
be enormous. The increasing run-off water from the
mainland will add to the risk of ﬂooding.
The scarcity of fossil resources causes another treath.
In the coming decades scarcity of fossil resources
will increase. Within 30 years the existing gas and oil
reserve in the Northern Netherlands will be depleted.
No other fossil resources are available in the region. If
we do not change the supply of our energy demands
into renewable resources, we will have to import fossil
resources. The dependency on countries that still own
these resources will grow. These countries will take
advantage of their position and tensions on a global
level shall increase. This is a threath for peace and
safety in the world. A safe landscape is capable to
withstand these threaths.

Sustainable landscape
The ability of a landscape (or a planning or design decision) to sustain the carrying capacity of the system of
which it is a part, without additional intervention and
without resource depletion or system degradation (Motloch, 2001).
Attractive landscape
Because attractiveness is a very broad notion I will
specify it in relation with the problem statement of the
research: to proﬁt from the opportunities of future developments the Eemsdelta-region should become an attractive area for undertakers and residents, which isn’t
the case. It should be clear that attractiveness not only
consists of ‘beauty’and ‘aesthetics’. Safety and sustainability are for example important conditions to attract
undertakers and residents in a future with climate
change and a scarcity of fossil resources.
1.5.

Report outline

The report is built up like the method of research, as
described in § 1.5.1. The report can also be divided
into three parts: analysis, integration and design. The
analysis starts with a short introduction of the region
in chapter two, followed with the analysis of original
landscapes, modern landscapes, climate and landscape
and ends with energy and landscape in chapter six. The
integration of extracted problems and opportunities is
shown in chapter seven, which ends with the presentation of the design DOLLARD21. Chapter eight shows the
elaborated design DOLLARD21/Delfzeiland, together
with impressions of the future landscape. Chapter nine
gives an evaluation of both designs and chapter ten
draws the conclusions of the research.
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2

EEMSDELTA-REGION
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The ‘Delta Dillema’ according to the Volkskrant (Volkskrant, 2007):
“The Netherlands is one of world’s largest delta-area’s. The spatial dillema’s seem to be the same everywhere.
Delta’s have world’s best agricultural grounds. That will be needed for the world’s food supply. They also accomodate important wet natural area’s which indirectly determine the survival of coastal ﬁshery. They are of old the
most urbanized area’s as well.
In 2100 about 30 percent of the world population will live in the delta area´s. The city pays more for the land than
the agriculture. The agriculture reclaims a piece of wet nature again. The Netherlands has already spended it’s
space. And all the delta’s are vulnerable for the climate change. This asks for Delta-planning”.
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Dutch Delta’s
Eems
Rijn
Maas
Schelde
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Fig. 2. Dutch Delta’s

The municipality’s of Delfzijl, Appingedam, Loppersum and Eemsmond in the northern part of the province of Groningen together form the so-called ‘Eemsdelta-region’. It’s the area surrounding the city of Delfzijl, at the Dutch
side of the mouth of the river Eems. This report considers the region from a broader view, where landscape units
will determine the areal focus (fig. 3) instead of municipal borders. Resulting in a site-analysis where the city of
Groningen, the A7-zone, the Oldambt-area and the Wadden Sea also were taken into consideration.

Fig. 3. Eemsdelta-region (Google Earth, 2007)
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3

ORIGINAL LANDSCAPES

24

The Eemsdelta-region has a dynamic history with a continuous interaction between nature and culture. It’s close
relation with the natural dynamics of the Wadden Sea created a culture that constantly adapted to the landscape.
For many centuries the area had an open connection with the sea. Land loss and land accretion took place, storm
floods destroyed the land and complete villages drowned. Since ca. 650 B.C. the inhabitants reacted with measurements against a fast rising sea level by the creation of terps, continued with the construction of dikes since ca.
1250 A.D.
From the 17th century on the region seemed to be able to control the dynamics of the sea. The land reclamation
started: step by step pieces of fertile agricultural land were impolderded. With technical improvements as dikes,
canals and poldermills the landscape became a safe foundation for agricultural and industrial development. The
landscape became a cultural landscape, with characteristic historical traces in an unique setting of large-scaled
openess.
This chapter is a search for the regions original landscapes in order to extract important landscape qualities. Original landscapes were defined (§ 1.5.3.) as historical valuable, often strongly rooted landscapes (have their origins
in the soil), that are still recognizable according to their own characteristics. Original landscapes have developed
low-dynamic with a balanced and strong human-nature relation. That’s why they regained cultural meaning and
are still high appreciated. These landscapes more or less succeeded to sustain over time and offer important qualities for future development.
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3.1.� Wadden� Sea� and� Dollard
The Wadden Sea (1) is one of the worlds major coastal wetlands. It stretches from Den Helder to the north of
Esbjerg in Denmark along a total length of some 500 km and a total area of about 10,000 km². It is typified by
extensive tidal mud flats, deeper tidal trenches and the islands that are contained within this (Rotummerplaat and
Rottumeroog are part of the province of Groningen). The Dollard (2) is an estuary of 100 km2, part of the Wadden
Sea. It is a unique brackish salt marsh and tidal region with a selection of rare plants and birds (Wikipedia, 2007).

1

2
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Fig. 4. Wadden Sea and Dollard

3.1.1. History
Periods of transgression and regression of the sea followed in history. The coastline shifted inlands during
transgression, while during regression accretion of land
took place in the shallow coastal waters. That’s how at
the beginning of the subboreaal (ca. 4500 B.C.) behind
a more or less permanent row of dunes a Wadden Sea
developed, like we now it today: extensive flats, between which creeks that drained by break throughs in
the dunes (Kooi, 1978).
The Dollard was formed in the Middle Ages when storm
floods destroyed the land. A peat bog with villages was
found here up till then (fig..). Settlements were left and
dissapeared in the waves and people moved inlands to
villages at the higher sandy ridges. After the Dollard
arose, one tried to reclaim the land again from the sea.
Little by little, more pieces of land were impoldered
(Sea On Screen, 2007).
3.1.2. Landscape qualities
• The tide is the most distinguishing process in the
Wadden Sea region. Twice a day, when the tide rises,
the area receives a new supply of nutrients. These
nutrients form the foundation for an intricate food web.
With high tide, the water enters through the large
channels and floods the flats. During low tide, the water
drains away through the creeks back through the large
channels (Sea On Screen, 2007).

Fig. 5. Map of the drowned villages of the Dollard by Ubbo
Emmius (1630), (Wikipedia, 2007)

• An intricate food web with different species of algae,
seaweed, plants, and worms that ingest the nutrients.
These plants and animals are consumed by other animals. Crabs, starfish, fish and bird are just a few of the
animals which prey upon these species. Seals, in turn,
prey upon the fish (Sea On Screen, 2007).
• The tidal change in the Dollard is more than three
meters. It has an unique ecological diversity; salt,
brackish and fresh water appear together because the
seawater mixes with the water out of the river Eems.
• The diversity and the specific character of the open
landscape and the value of experiencing the dynamics
of nature.
Fig. 6. Fauna (Sea On Screen, 2007)
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3.2.� Landscape� of�dikes
Three original landscapes of dikes are present in the region. The ‘Fivelboezem’ (1) was impoldered since the 12th
century and today we find a relatively open landscape with the remaining parts of the river Fivel. In the ‘Hogeland’
(2) and the ‘Oldambt’ area’s (3) we find the fertile sea-clay polders that were gained since the 17th century. These
are the areas where the regions well-known open landscape really exists. Ultimate technical landscapes in great
contrast with the natural dynamics of the Wadden Sea, but at the same time closely engaged in their existence.

2
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Fig. 7. Landscape of dikes

3.2.1. History
Since the 12th century people started with the impolderment of the ‘Fivelboezem’, a former creek of the sea.
Polder by polder the sea was forced back and the foundation of the landscape we know today was formed: a
relatively open landscape with a rational parcelling that
distinghuises from the surrounding landscape of terps
(§ 3.3.) (Bosch Slabbers, 2006).
In the 17th century the large-scaled land reclamation
started. With new agricultural techniques the fertile
polders of the ‘Hogeland’ and the ‘Oldambt’ area were
step by step gained from the sea. This process took
place untill ca. 1950. Since 1980 the accent of reclamation shifted to the preservation of natural values of the
marshes and coastal defense.

Fig. 8. Remaining part of the river Fivel (Google Earth, 2007)

3.2.2. Landscape qualities
• Large-scaled stretching parcellings and openess, especially in the ‘Hogeland’ and ‘Oldambt’ area’s;
• Linearity and functionality;
• The fertile and productive agricultural grounds;
• The great contrast with the natural forms of the Wadden Sea and Dollard;
• Landscape experience. Coming closer to a dike every
time the question rises: “Is this it, do we finally find the
sea behind this dike?” (Bosch Slabbers, 2006);

Fig. 9. Contrast and engagement (Tomeï, 2003)

• The monumental farm yards as green islands in space
and refuge for people and animals;
• Elements like dike-relicts, dike-cuts and sluices.

Fig. 10. Preservation of marshes (Sea On Screen, 2007)
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3.2.3. The ‘Graanrepubliek’
The impolderment of the fertile grounds was the foundation for the development of the so-called ‘Graanrepubliek’
(the republic of grain). The cultivation of grain became very important for the Oldambt-area. The area developed
around 1900 to one of the most progressive agricultural area’s of Europe. This caused sharp contrasts between the
rich farmers and the poor farm workers, which lost their jobs because of the mechanization. The area became a
communistic bastion (Lancewad plan, 2007).
The book ‘De Graanrepubliek’ (Westerman, 1999) gives an interesting insight in the history of the Oldambt-area
from the end of the 19th century onwards. It describes the rise of the agriculture, of the rich farmers on the one
hand and the communism at the other. After the Second World War the increasement of food production dominated the Dutch agricultural policy. Under influence of Sicco Mansholt, an agricultural reformer from the province of
Groningen, the policy of the European Union aimed at optimalization and productivity as well. Untill a total reversal
took place in the seventies.
The agriculture had produced large rests of grain and the global market collapsed. While Mansholt tried to end
the overproduction, the farmers of the Oldambt-area made plans for further impolderment of the Dollard. At the
same time there was a rise of the nature conservers, among others with the foundation of the ‘Waddenvereniging’ (1965). It causes a heavy clash between the farmers and engineers on the hand and the biologists and nature
conservers (and finally Mansholt) on the other hand. These steps, extracted from the book ‘De Graanrepubliek’
(Westerman, 1999), give an impression of the situation:
1969

Plan Mansholt: Ten years-plan from the greatest agricultural reformer, who wants to stop the agricultural
overproduction by ending the land reclamation and the production on marginal grounds. The farmers were
mad: “Hitler exterminated the Jews, Mansholt the farmers.”

1970

In the Oldambt-area they started with the execution of the ‘Grote Dollardplan’: Further impolderment of
the Dollard, broadening of the cannel ‘Westerwoldsche Aa’ and the build of sluices at the ‘Punt van Reide’.
“Each attempt for preservation of the original nature came too late, unless you were aiming on the area’s
outside of the dike, like the biologists from Groningen did. With their pamphlets ‘The avocets of the Dollard
threathened!’ and ‘Save the Dollard’ they found an increasing readership. The ‘Waddenvereniging’ grew
with eight-thousand members the month.”
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1972

Mansholt votes for nature. In 1972 he turns the prevailing view inside out: natural land can be more valuable than cultural land. Strenghened with the Mansholt’s plea for nature the biologists increased their
pressure to stop the Dollard-works. At the first of january 1973 the concrete mixers stopped.

1990

‘Nature development’ became governmental policy. “With a shock I realised that from now on the history of
the Netherlands is erased piece by piece. With the evacuation of the existing cultural land the scars and the
sorrow, the stories and the traditions, will dissapear as well.”

1994

“The retired Sicco Mansholt told that half of the cultural grounds in the Netherlands became superfluous.
For him those area’s could be inundated, or be given back to nature in another way. The grainfields
in the Oldambt as well? Yes, those to”.

1999

The idea for a ‘super-lake’ for the Oldambt is born. With the join of recreation and nature all the problems
of the area should be solved in water. This was the key for the development of the Blauwe Stad.

This recent history of the ‘Graanrepubliek’ tells us how shifting views have had their impact on the appreciation of
nature and culture and so the appearance of the landscape. Especially in an area like the Oldambt, where nature
and culture are so much interwoven, this history will probably never end. But it is obvious that nature development has a growing influence in order to repair the effects of the land reclamation. The land reclamation caused a
decrease of the tidal marshes (from 108 km2 in 1600 to 18 km2 now in Groningen) and the ecological gradiënts
(Meijering en Schroor, 2007). Characteristic is the repair of the once reclaimed polder Breebaart (fig. 14). In 2001
a reduced tidal regime was introduced in this polder of 63 acres. The ecological results of this nature development
project are favourable (Tydeman, 2005).

Fig. 11. Landscape of dikes, a polder in the Oldambt-area

Fig. 12. Landscape of dikes, a grainﬁeld in the Oldambt-area

Fig. 13. Impolderment of the Dollard (Golden Raand, 2007)

Fig. 14. Polder Breebaart (Google Earth, 2007)
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3.3.� Landscape of terps
It should be clear that the landscape of terps (1) originated before the landscape of dikes. It developed from the
same perspective: as human measurements in order to react on the inﬂuence of the sea. The creation of dikes
continued the building of terps and ﬁnally ended the inﬂuence of the sea. That’s why we ﬁnd the landscape of
terps more inlands. Today we still ﬁnd an original landscape of terps stretching out from the city of Delfzijl (2) towards the western part of the province of Groningen, with typical series of terp-villages.

1
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Fig. 15. Landscape of terps

3.3.1. History
Since 1000 B.C. a clay-bank developed between the
‘Fivel- and Hunzeboezem’, which is surrounded by a
higher ridge at the sea side. This ridge, like the higher
ridges along the river Fivel, were inhabited since ca.
650 B.C.. Because these areas were ﬂooded regularly,
people started with the creation of high settlements.
Because these settlements took place right on the relatively small ridges, characteristic series of terps were
created (Kooi, 1978).
Interesting is the continuous adaptation of the inhabitants in this period, as mentioned bij Kooi (Kooi, 1978):
“The settlement at terps lead of itself towards a placetied settlement. Nevertheless we should remember that
the settlement not only depended on high sealevels
in autumn and winter, but as well on the opportunity
to take the harvest from outside the terp during the
growing season. [...] On the other hand, because of the
great natural dynamics of the Wadden area new suitable places for settlement were created again. During favourable periods terps were created outside the
terp-villages, which eventually grew into terp-villages.
During unfavourable periods complete settlements were
covered with clay”.

Fig. 16. Terp of Eenum

Since ca. 1850 people started with digging off terps,
because of the need for manuring the poor lower
grounds. The degradation of the landscape of terps
continued with the developments of urbanization and
industrialization in the 20th century.
3.3.2. Landscape qualities
• The area’s history of adaptation at the dynamics of
the sea;
• The open landscape with the terp-villages as green
islands in space;

Fig. 17. Airview terp-village Losdorp (Delfzijl, 2007)

• The small-scaled block-parcellings and the irregularity
in structure and reliëf;
• The diverse types of terps; radial, right-angled and
oblong forms.
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3.4.� ´Damsterdiepzone´
The ´Damsterdiep´ is a digged canal that connects the city of Groningen with the Wadden Sea. Together with it´s
direct surroundings it forms a zone that appears as a characteristic line through the landscape of the Eemsdeltaregion. Today the ´Damsterdiepzone´ can be divided into three different characters: (1) the transition from the
city to it´s environs between Groningen and Ten Boer, (2) the arcadian landscape between Ten Boer and Appingedam, (3) the dynamic landscape of the urban area Appingedam-Delfzijl (Bosch Slabbers, 2006).
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Fig. 18. Damsterdiepzone

3.4.1. History
In 1192 the ﬁrst part between the Wadden Sea and Ten
Post was digged for the draining of the land. Meanders
of the river Fivel were integrated. Thereby, this part
was under inﬂuence of tide which caused meandering
as well. In 1424 the second part between Ten Post and
the city of Groningen was digged. The Damsterdiep
developed to a main transport-line and the life-line of
the region. Ship-yards, brickworks, cloisters, ´borgen´
and country estates developed along the line. Among
others with the creation of the Damsterdiep the cities
of Delfzijl (a fortress for the defense of the sluices) and
Appingedam (commercial city) were founded.

Fig. 19. The Damsterdiep in it´s arcadian part

With the creation of the Eemscanal in 1870 the landscape of the Damsterdiepzone drastically changed. The
activities moved for modern settlement towards the
Eemscanal. The rests of the once ﬂourhising life-line
became the charasteric elements of today´s arcadian
Damsterdiepzone. Together with the country estates
this part has a strong recreational attractiveness.
3.4.2. Landscape qualities
Today the Damsterdiepzone shows three different characters, unity by diversity (Bosch Slabbers, 2006):
• The transition from the city to it´s environs between
Groningen and Ten Boer: the Damsterdiep is as straight
as a ruler and surrounded by an open, agricultural landscape with characteristic farms;

Fig. 20. The estate of ´Ekenstein´

• The arcadian landscape between Ten Boer and Appingedam: an almost romantic part with a meandering
Damsterdiep combined with country estates and the
rests of former brickworks and limekilns;
• The dynamic landscape of the urban area Appingedam-Delfzijl: the most dynamic and disorderly part of
the zone, where the historical city-centres bordering the
Damsterdiep have most historical qualities, for example
the ´hanging kitchens´ of Appingedam (ﬁg. 21).

Fig. 21. The ´hanging kitchens´ of Appingedam
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3.5.� ´Wegdorpenlandschap´
In the heart of the area of Duurswold we ﬁnd a characteristic ribbon development. It stretches like a central axis
from Harkstede via Scharmer and Kolham through Slochteren, Schildwolde, Hellum and Siddeburen. The most intact part exists between Slochteren and Siddeburen. Here we ﬁnd a close, green axis in an almost open landscape
of perpendicular, small and straight parcellings. The axis of villages is settled on a high and sandy ridge surrounded by a lower reclaimed peat-area.

Siddeburen
Harkstede
Slochteren
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Fig. 22. Wegdorpenlandschap

3.5.1. History
The settlement at the higher sandy ridge took probably place around 1100 when the original settlement
in the lower peat-area became impossible. The reclamation of Duurswold started in the middle of the 10th
century and around 1200 the whole area was cultivated. Through the digging of channels and the burning
of peat (as manure) the groundlevel decreased fast.
From north to south the peat-area was only suitable as
meadow and hayﬁeld. Halfway the 16th century the agricuture withdrawned to the sandy ridge where also the
villages were found (Meijering en Schroor, 2007).
It´s obvious that the groundlevel of Duurswold, that is
one and a half meter below NAP at the moment, originally lay one and half to two meters above NAP and so
decreased three meters (Meijering en Schroor, 2007).

Fig. 23. The green axis at Slochteren (Golden Raand, 2007)

3.5.2. Landscape qualities
• The green axis of ribbon development, with a sequence of characteristic farms, with shady yards and
gardens and a sequence of red beech trees;
• The surrounding open landscape with perpendicular,
small and straight parcellings;
• The typical open barns for the former storage of hay
and straw;

Fig. 24. A characteristic open barn (Golden Raand, 2007)

• The existence of ´borgen´ (like the Fraylemaborg)
and country estates as part of the green axis.

Fig. 25. Closed green space in the green axis
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3.6.� Original landscapes and soil
Fig. 26 shows the relation between the original landscapes and the different soiltypes of the region. The landscape
of dikes is directly related with the young say-clay grounds (3) and the landscape of terps with the older clay
area’s (1). The Damsterdiepzone cuts through several soiltypes, which contributed to it’s different characters. The
Wegdorpenlandschap has it’s roots in a higher sandy ridge (7). The higher sandy ridge changes in a low peat-area
(6) that there-upon changes in a clay-area (2). These transitions characterize the area of Duurswold.
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Fig. 26. Original landscapes and soil

3.7.� Conclusion
3.7.1. Landscape quality
It should be clear that the historical development of the
landscape of the Eemsdelta-region is characterized by
a continuous interaction between nature and culture.
A culture that adapted to the dynamics of the sea for
many centuries. This brought the original landscapes of
dikes and terps which are still recognizable and distinctive and have their roots in the sea-clay grounds.
The history of interaction, relationship and adaptation
gained cultural meaning and that’s why these landscape
are still high appreciated. These landscapes more or
less succeeded to sustain over time and offer important
qualities for future development.
Significant is the historical relation between the Dollard
and the Oldambt, between nature and culture. Their
great contrasts as well as their strong engagement are
landscape qualities that should be preserved. Their recent history as told in ‘De Graanrepubliek’ shows how
shifting views have had their impact on the landscape.
The rise of ‘nature development’ oppresses the inland
polders of the landscape of dikes. It has to be considered if this original landscape should be affected by
‘nature development’ or if the region offers other area’s
which could profit from future developments like this.

Fig. 27. Focus-area Duurswold/Weiwerd

3.7.2. Landscape degredation
Fig. 27. shows an overview of the ﬁve original landscapes that were distinguished. The yellow frame shows
a lack of original landscapes in the area of Duurswold
and Weiwerd (east of Delfzijl), surrounding the original
Wegdorpenlandschap (§ 3.5.) on the small sandy ridge.
The soil map showed that this is a transition area of different soils.
Fig. 28. shows a clear transition of two landscape structures in 1850: the small and straight parcelling of the
peat-area and the small-scaled blockparcelling of the
clay-area. A clear transition between the Wegdorpenlandschap and a landscape of terps in 1850 that isn’t
recognizable anymore. Chapter four gives an analysis of
developments that have inﬂuenced the landscape from
1850 in order to ﬁnd out the cause of this landscape
degredation.
Fig. 28. Duurswold/Weiwerd around 1850 (Wissing, 2007)
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4

MODERN LANDSCAPES
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“The landscapes of the province of Groningen are subject to wastage. This is the effect of housing development,
often captured in grand lakes, of the creation of business and recreational area’s, of roads and the agricultural
scaling-up. As well the very small-scaled, closed landscapes as the large-scaled open landscapes are oppressed.
With the creation of temporary forests and lakes, the fragmentation of functions and the disorderment of the landscape, the stateliness is shrinking little by little. Moreover, old lines and structures in the space of Groningen often
become wiped out irreversible” (Meijering en Schroor, 2007).
As a continuation of the analysis of the landscape of the Eemsdelta-region this chapter is a search for the regions
modern landscapes. As mentioned in § 1.5.3. modern landscapes were deﬁned as landscapes inﬂuenced by 19th
and 20th century modern developments like urbanization, industrialization and agricultural rationalization. These
developments had an important environmental and spatial impact, often with high-dynamic, large-scaled measurements that are autonomous and interchangeable. These landscapes, in contrast with the original landscapes,
often lack cultural meaning and appreciation.
This chapter tries to localize the landscape degredation and to extract the processes behind. As presumed in the
conclusion of chapter three the area of Duurswold/Weiwerd seems to be effected the most by degrading processes. In order to bring about an integral future development towards safety, sustainability and attractiveness these
problems should be solved.
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4.1.� City� and� industry
The map below shows the urban, industrial and harbour area’s of the region, together with the water-, infra- and
green-structures. As mentioned in chapter two the city of Groningen and the A7-zone are taken into account, because of landscape units determined the areal focus instead of municipal borders. Nevertheless, with the analysis
of city and industry, economics and demography, the ‘political’ Eemsdelta-region gets priority.
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Fig. 29. Modern landscapes

4.1.1. Economy and demography
The Eemsdelta-region: “Hope and step-child at the
same time, for many years” (Provincie Groningen,
2006). This phrase characterizes the situation of the
region. For many years as well employment as demographic developments remained behind the national
and provincial average (Bureau Louter, 2007).
The development of the city of Delfzijl is characteristic.
When salt was found by the city of Veendam in 1951,
the AKZO builded a grand industrial complex in Delfzijl.
The settlement of large-scaled industries at the harbour area’s of Delfzijl caused an increasing demand for
employees. Delfzijl and Appingedam belonged to the
fast growing municipality’s in the Northern Netherlands.
(Bureau Louter, 2007) The prediction was that Delfzijl,
together with it’s neighbour Appingedam, would have
100.000 inhabitants in the year 2000 (Andere Tijden,
2004).

Fig. 30. The industrial area of Delfzijl still has more than 300
acres of unexploitated grounds (Google Earth, 2007)

Three (terp)villages were offered for the industrial development of Delfzijl: Oterdum, Heveskes and Weiwerd.
In 1973 the Eemshaven opens and together with
Delfzijl 1200 acres of industrial area was created (Andere Tijden, 2004).
But the industrial growth got into an abrupt stagnacy
in the seventies. The economic stagnacy effected the
demographic development of the harbour city. While
Delfzijl counted still 32.000 inhabitants in 1975, in 2007
it counts just 28.000. The prognosis for 2025 shows a
further increasement to 25.000 inhabitants (Ruimtelijk
Planbureau, 2006).
Today Delfzijl has to deal with a very negative housingimage: “it’s too far away, there’s nothing to do and it
doesn’t look well”. The city is therefore unattractive for
newcomers. The city takes large-scaled restructuring
and demolition of outdated houses as a strategy to ﬁght
the democraphic shrinkage (Ruimtelijk Planbureau,
2006).
In 2005 the industrial harbour area’s of Delfzijl and
Eemshaven still had together 743 acres (Delfzijl 357,
Eemshaven 386) of unexploitated grounds (Bureau
Louter, 2007).

Fig. 31. The Eemshaven (Google Earth, 2007)

The Eemshaven was reclaimed as a polder and is totally
surrounded by a frame of dikes. It still counts more
than 300 acres of underdeveloped area’s. But the area
ﬁlls up more and more within it’s frame with energy-related activities. One of the main reasons for the settlement of a telehouse, with a database for Google, was
the harbours safe setting above sealevel (Trouw, 2007).
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4.1.2. Polder Weiwerd
Where the Eemshaven has a clear surrounding frame of dikes that ‘captures’ it’s activities, the industrial area of
Delfzijl’s seems to have ‘opened it’s door’ towards the southern landscape. In spite of the underdevelopment of
the industrial area of Delfzijl, the southern landscape of polder Weiwerd is fragmented with diverse ‘second-rated’
modern additions: mud-depots, gas-locations, dumping-grounds, roads, cross-terrains, production forests and
high-power pylons.
Fig. 34. This airview shows the transition from the city of
Delfzijl (1) into the industrial area eastwards (2) and into the
area of Weiwerd southwards (3) (Google Earth, 2007)
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Fig. 32. Modern landscapes
Fig. 33. The terp of Weiwerd before it was offered for industrial development. Only the graveyard remained.
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The developments in polder Weiwerd had been clearly
written down in the ‘Landschapsontwikkelingsplan
Noord-Groningen’ (Bosch Slabbers, 2006):
Fig. 35. The remaining
church of the offered village of Heveskes in contrast with the industrial
pipes at the background.

Fig. 36. The village of Oterdum disappeared because
the seadike was heightened. Only the graveyard
was heightened with it.

Fig. 37. An unexploited part
of the industrial area. This
area seems to be reclaimed
by nature.

“Weiwerd is one of the most dynamic landscapes of
Northern Groningen. Where elsewhere the landscape is
characterized by space and low-dynamic developments,
here all the developments seem to come together.
The past decades a considerable program came down.
Large-scaled elements as the harbour-industry around
Delfzijl, mud-depots, gas-locations, dumping-grounds,
forests, roads, cross-terrains and high-power pylons
‘overruled’ the original agricultural landscape.
Because of these developments Weiwerd is probably
the most abused, but at the same time one of the most
fascinating landscapes of the region. Nowhere else the
contrasts between the old landscape and the recent additions are in such clear presence as here.
However, this fascinating contrasts are less experienced
as such. In the eyes of many people this area is just
disﬁgured with industry and infrastructure. The ‘landschappelijk raamwerk’ even speaks of ‘a poor-structured landscape without qualities’.
Indeed the negative impact of these recent developments can’t be neglected. Because the new additions
came literally down as loose elements in the landscape,
whereby a balance between the historical and the new
layer wasn’t found, qualities of the landscape have been
lost.
[...]

Fig. 38. An industrial fragment in the southern landscape of polder Weiwerd.

Fig. 39. An intersection of
high-power pylons is found
in the landscape south of
Delfzijl.

The landscape of Weiwerd is less appreciated. Because
there is less afﬁnity with the area, Weiwerd develops
into ‘the bran-tub (grabbelton) of Groningen’. From the
thought that developments here will do less harm, the
polder Weiwerd seems to become the reservoir of all
sorts of planned and unplanned developments which
are not welcome elsewhere. With this the area seems
to be landed in a negative spiral from which it can’t
escape anymore.”
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4.3. Blauwe Stad and Meerstad
In the region two large-scaled housing projects are realized at the moment. Meerstad (1) in the immediate neighbourhood of the city of Groningen and the Blauwe Stad (2) in the Oldambt-area. In Meerstad 10.000 houses, a
lake of 600 acres and a robust natural connection arise, which should be ﬁnished in 2026 (Meerstad, 2007). Blauwe Stad consists of a lake of 800 acres, surrounded by ca. 1500 houses and 350 acres of nature development and
will be ﬁnished in 2016 (Blauwe Stad, 2007).
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Fig. 40. Blauwe Stad and Meerstad

As mentioned in § 3.2.3. the once prosperous ‘Graanrepubliek’ of the Oldambt-area collapsed in the seventies. The area became one of the poorest economical
areas of the Netherlands, with a very large unemployment. The creation of the Blauwe Stad should turn this
development. With the lake, the nature area’s, touristic
and recreational provisions and the build of houses (in
a high price-range) the area has to attract people. This
should give the area an economical impulse and a
growth of employment.
Although the Blauwe Stad is a noble strive for future
economical developments, the measurements will have
a great impact on the underlying original landscape.
Just like the developments of Meerstad in a relatively
short time the old landscape layer is overruled with a
new layer. In the book ‘Golden Raand’ (Meijering en
Schroor, 2007) these developments are described as
following:

Fig. 41. Information-centre Blauwe Stad

“Another threat is caused by proceeding housing developments and city-extensions. Where urban structures
and architecture were’t connected with the identity of
villages and city’s, today the landscape adaptations
seem to lead us still further away from the old cultural
landscapes of Groningen.
The most radical in this context are the developments
of Meerstad and Blauwe Stad. They should bring a new
type of suburban housing from which new landscape
qualities could develop. Qualities that nevertheless
don’t show any or less coherence with underlying landscape, the geo-morphology. That’s why they don’t form
an organic whole with the surrounding historical grown
landscape.”
Fig. 42. Future impression of Meerstad (Meerstad, 2007)
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4.3. Groundlevel decrease
In 1959 in Kolham the ﬁrst gas of Groningen was discovered. Just a few years later the size of the natural gas
reserve became obvious: 2.700 milliard m³. Altough this was an enormous boost for the Dutch economy, it has
some negative side-effects: a strong groundlevel decrease that effects a large part of the province of Groningen.
The whole sinks like the form of a dish and a maximum decrease of ca. 42 cm in 2050 is expected. This seems to
be a few decimetres, but in a ﬂat and low area such a decrease has excessive consequences.
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Fig. 43. Groundlevel decrease

4.4.� Conclusion
Fig. shows the map with modern landscapes, combined with the focus-area from the conclusion of chapter 3. It is obvious that the area within the yellow from
is strongly effected by modern developments. Where
we found a clear transition of two landscape structures
in 1850, the area Duurswold/Weiwerd is for a great part
‘overruled’ with modern additions in the 20th century.
These additions oppress the only left original ‘wegdorpenlandschap’ from every side.
The most radical intervention was the industrial development of Delfzijl: the former landscape of terps was
erased almost completely. Although some old rests can
be found in fascinating contrasts, they are less experienced. In the eyes of many people this area is just
disﬁgured with industry and infrastructure.
It took the area into a negative spiral: “the polder
Weiwerd seems to become the reservoir of all sorts of
planned and unplanned developments which are not
welcome elsewhere.” This ‘reservoir’ surrounds the
shrinking city of Delfzijl with a very negative image:
“it’s too far away, there’s nothing to do and it doesn’t
look well”. For a succesful integration of future developments, attractiveness has to be regained. Therefore the
landscape degradation (the negative spiral) should be
solved.

Fig. 44. Focus area
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5

CLIMATE AND LANDSCAPE
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We are confronted with a global climate change. Warming of the climate system is unequivocal, as is now evident
from observations of increases in global average air and ocean temperatures, widespread melting of snow and ice,
and rising global average sealevel (IPCC, 2007). The KNMI has translated the knowledge of global climate change
from the IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) into climate-scenario’s for the Netherlands. In this
scenario’s a rise of the sealevel of 38-85 cm at the end of this century is expected for the Netherlands. The summers will become dryer and warmer, the winters wetter and warmer. An average increasement of temperature of
two degrees centigrade at the end of the century is thought as real and from autumn till spring heavier storms
with more precipitation are expected (Roggema, 2007).
This chapter gives an analysis of the effects of climate change in relation with the landscape of the Eemsdelta-region. It sums up the main problems that could be expected and tries to localize them, in order to turn them into
opportunities for spatial adaptation. Instead of only hightening the present seadike, the region should proﬁt from a
more active and layered future adaptation.
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5.1. Rising sealevel
In ﬁg. 46 the characteristic forms of the Wadden Sea have disappeared. Because of the sealevel rise there’s a reasonable chance that within 40 years half of the sandbanks in the Wadden Sea do not exist anymore. A large part
of the Wadden Sea will never run dry again, diminishing the habitat of seals and fouraging birds (Dobbelsteen et
al, 2006). For the inland the rise will cause a greater risk, because of an increasing pressure at the seadike.
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Fig. 46. Rising sealevel

During a normal situation the present seadikes of the northern Netherlands can handle a few metres sealevel-rise,
so for sure a few decimetres. Nevertheless, the problem comes into existence in extreme situations of storm and
springtide or with a superstorm, where the level might be metres higher than normal. When the basic level of the
sea rises, the stormlevel will increase exponential. And than we have a problem (Dobbelsteen et al, 2007-b).
As ﬁg. 46 shows, the city of Delfzijl is settled at a narrowed part of the sea/rivermouth, where it will probably also
meet an increasing waterﬂow from the river Eems during wet periods. This will further increase the risk. Last year
nature demonstrated that the threat should be taken serious. During a storm at the ﬁrst of November 2006 the
highest sealevel since 150 years was reached in Delfzijl: 4.83 m +NAP. Parts of the city’s wharfs were ﬂooded and
gaps were beated in the seadike. According to the ‘Unie van Waterschappen’ it was an ‘almost-critical’ situation
(DvhN, 2006).

Fig. 47, 48, 49, 50. Delfzijl, 1 November 2006 (Meteo Delfzijl, 2007)
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5.2. Flooding
A main part of the Eemsdelta-region is situated below sealevel (NAP). This means in theory that with a bursting
seadike this area will be ﬂooded (ﬁg. 51). With serious causes for the city of Delfzijl, Meerstad, the city of Groningen and the A7-zone. Practically, the landscape offers obstacles like old dikes, roads, canals and reliëfs that will
hinder the waterﬂow, or will force it into a sudden direction.
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Fig. 51. Flooding

5.3. Precipitation and temperature
The effects of climate change not only come from the sea. The global warming causes an increasing precipitation,
a greater intensity of precipitation and an increasing temperature. The Province of Groningen (Roggema, 2007)
has made a climate-scenario for 2050 for the province, derived from four KNMI-scenario’s for the Netherlands.
Next to this they made an extreme scenario based on fast melting land-ice at Groenland and Antarctica:

Climate-scenario´s 2050

KNMI

Fast melting land-ice

Precipitation Spring + Autumn
Precipitation Summer
Precipitation Winter

+ 20 %
- 20 %
+ 15 %

+ 30 %
- 40 %
+ 30 %

Temperature

+ 1,5 °C

+ 3,0 °C

Sealevel rise

+ 35 cm

+ 150 cm
Fig. 52. Climate scenario’s 2050 (Roggema, 2007)

Based on precipitation- and temperature-maps the Province of Groningen formulated their main ﬁndings for the
province (Roggema, 2007):
• It will become considerable dryer in summer. The rain that falls, will fall in heavier showers;
• The autumn and spring will just be wetter. This effect especially occurs at the ‘Hogeland’ and in the urban area’s;
• In wet periods it will be necessary to store the superﬂuous water somewhere (or carry off fast);
• In dry periods there will be an increasing demand for water-supply in dry area’s;
• For the agriculture and nature it is a question whether they can ‘bridge’ the dry summerperiod;
• Periodical in urban area’s the extra amount of rainwater can’t be carried off anymore.
For the Eemsdelta-region this means that it needs buffer-area’s that store water in wet periods and supply the water to the dry area’s in summer. The sandy- and peat-area’s of Duurswold will be effected most by drought in summer, while the low grounds of the peat-area just have to deal with an increasing amount of water in wet periods.
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5.4. Conclusion
Fig. 54. shows that the focus-area of Duurswold/Weiwerd is almost completely situated below sealevel. The ﬁrst
section of ﬁg. 53. shows the present situation where we ﬁnd an area below sealevel between the industry of
Delfzijl and the city of Groningen. Within this area we ﬁnd agricultural grounds and the housing development of
Meerstad. The draining of the low area´s causes an increasing salty seepage.
The second section shows how a future rise of the sealevel together with a groundlevel decrease (§ 4.3.) will
drastically enlarge the ´bad-tub´. Thereby the amount and intensity of precipitation increases, which causes an
increasing water run-off from the mainland. The area lands into a negative spiral: the draining of the polders has
to increase (and it´s energy use), aggravating the salty seepage. The risk that the ´bad-tub´ ﬁlls with water as
shown in section 3 will grow with the rise of the sealevel and the increasing precipitation. It should be questioned
whether the process of draining (and it´s negative spiral) should grow with it.
1.

Draining

1.

(Ground) water run-off
2.

Salty seepage

Groundlevel
decrease

> Draining

> (Ground) water run-off
3.
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Sealevel rise

> Salty seepage

Fig. 53. Negative spiral

“The chronicler Abel Eppens wrote yet in the year 1580
that the groundlevel in the Lowlands was laying lower
than the bottoms of the canals in the Oosterhorn between Delfzijl and Termunten. Eppens and many of his
contemporaries were afraid that with a burst of the
Eemsdikes a second Dollard would be formed. This
water should stretch out over the lower area’s to the
immediate neighbourhood of the city of Groningen”
(Meijering en Schroor, 2007).
As shown with the intersections this early thought is
still valid today. With the traditional techniques of draining and heightening of the seadike a future safety can´t
be garuanteed anymore. It will only aggravate the
problems and the negative spiral.
Another strategy should offer more opportunities. With
a more layered defense partly moving with the natural developments future problems can be avoided. A
more ﬂexible system, that gives the sea more inﬂuence
inlands, causes fewer risks. By the creation of ﬂooding area´s behind the present dike the pressure can be
taken away during extreme situations. As mentioned in
§ 5.3. there´s also a need for buffer-area’s that store
water in wet periods and supply the water to dry area’s
in summer as well.

Fig. 54. Focus-area

Both solutions imply a spatial adaptation that creates
space for water in the area Duurswold/Weiwerd because this low area is naturally the area the water ﬂows
to. The strategy of creating space for water will be an
opportunity to solve the landscape degredation in the
area of Duurswold/Weiwerd. With this new function
the area can regain safety, attractiveness and meaning
again. The challenge is to ﬁnd out where and how this
spatial adaptation should take place.
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6

ENERGY AND LANDSCAPE
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We have to transit from the use of fossil resources into the use of renewable resources. The main reason is on the
one hand to decrease the CO2-emmission, which is the main cause of climate change. On the other hand to decrease dependency on the growing scarcity of fossil resources. Northern Netherlands wants to become pioneer in
the development of sustainable energy. With the initiative Energy Valley, northern governments, (knowledge) institutions and businesses want to support the energy economy. The aim is to strengthen the economy and employment in Northern Netherlands by deploying the energy activities in an optimal way (Energy Valley, 2007).
At the level of the Eemsdelta-region many potentials are present to turn to a more efﬁcient energy-management
with use of renewable sources. In order to strive for a safe and sustainable future landscape without resource depletion this potentials should be utilized in the most optimal way.
This chapter is an analysis of the sustainable energy-potentials of the Eemsdelta-region, together with the spatial
problems and opportunities that are related with these potentials. It will treat the most promising potentials for
the region, derived from the research of the TU Delft (Dobbelsteen et al, 2007-b) into energy-potentials and their
spatial measurements for the province of Groningen.
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6.1. Energy plants
At the moment the main energy plant of the region is a gas-based plant in the Eemshaven, that delivers ca. 15%
of the Dutch energy demand (Energy Valley, 2007). Two energy plants are expected in the Eemshaven. A coalbased plant (RWE) and a multifuel plant (Nuon), based on gas, coal and biomass. These are steps in the right
course, but interesting are energy plants that are more or less CO2-neutral: biomass- and hydro-based plants.
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Fig. 55. Energy plants

6.1.1. Bio-energy
The use of biomass has environmental and economical advantages: it´s CO2-neutral by renewed planting,
variable energy crops will contribute to biodiversity and
it generates employment and offers the farmers security for work (Dobbelsteen et al, 2007-b).
The fertile clay-grounds and the sandy area´s of the
region seem to be suitable for the cultivation of diverse
energy crops. If this doesn´t suits the needs, biomass
should be imported.
A biocluster is proposed for the Eemshaven and the
A7-zone: a combination of a bio-ethanol factory (fuel),
a bio-reﬁnery (products) and a bioplant (energy).
Thereby there are opportunities for decentralized microplants based on biomass in the rural area´s that make
villages self-sufﬁcient.

Fig. 56. Impression Nuon Magnum, Eemshaven (Nuon, 2007)

6.1.2. Hydro-energy
• Osmosis plant:
An osmosis plant that generates energy from the
gradiënt between salt and fresh water. Potential locations are near the Eemshaven and especially in Delfzijl.
At that location the water from the Eemscanal ﬂows
into the Dollard by a long harbourarm, which makes
this location very suitable for a blue energy project
(Dobbelsteen et al, 2007-b).
• Inundation plant:
During a too high sealevel energy is generated with
inlet-turbines, with a temporary water-inlet. When the
tide has turned the area can be drained by windmills,
like the old reclamation-process. This will mean that the
inundation-area gets a salt or brackish character and
agriculture and nature should adapt (Dobbelsteen et al,
2007-b).
An appropriate location is between Delfzijl and Termunten, because the area of Duurswold is the lowest
area of the region and so suitable for inundation.

Fig. 57. Energy island with inundation plant (Kristinsson, 1980)
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6.2. Wind-energy
The province of Groningen has relatively large wind speeds and so a large potential for generating energy out of
wind. The potential for large windparks is the highest along the Wadden coast (Dobbelsteen et al, 2007-b). Fig.
58. shows the average annual wind speeds in the Eemsdelta-region at a height of 100 metres. Besides this there
are potentials for decentral energy-generation with small windmills in the whole region.
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Fig. 58. Wind speeds

6.3. Geothermics
The soil offers the following potentials for the exchange of energy: 1) Heat-exchange with surface water and soil
by vertical soil-heat exchangers. Theoretically possible in the whole region. 2) Storage of heat and cold in the
shallow soil, max. 150 m. The potency is restricted to the western part of the region (ﬁg. 59.). 3) Geothermics
from deeper layers; the extraction of heat from the earth out of gasﬁelds at ca. 3000 m. The biggest potency lies
as well in the western part of the region (Dobbelsteen et al, 2007-b).

Fig. 59. Geothermics
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6.4. Low-exergy cascade
Fig. 60. gives a view of the existing heat and cold demand (hollow red and blue circles), as well as the waste of
heat and cold (ﬁlled red and blue circles) in the urban and industrial area´s of the region. Because these are apart
processes, that aren´t tuned with eachother, energy-qualities (temperature) get lost. For instance, the energy
plant of the Eemshaven produces a large amount of cool-heat that is voided in the Wadden Sea. The Low-exergy
principle implies efﬁcient use of heat ﬂows by a cascade of processes.
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Fig. 60. Heat and cold

The low-exergy (low-ex) principle strives for limiting
exergy losses in and between process steps by inserting
as many function steps in an energy chain as possible,
as in a cascade. High temperatures would be used only
in heavy industrial processes, of which waste heat could
be used in lower-grade functions as manufacturing
processes, horticulture, and consequently for residential
heating. Thus, four instead of just one function would
be served by the same amount of primary energy (Dobbelsteen et al, 2007-a).
The low-ex principle implies efﬁcient use of heat ﬂows
by cascades. Low-caloric heat cannot be transported
over long distances: heat losses would be too big.
Therefore, spatial functions should be concentrated
and mixed. The heat cascade starts with a power plant
and heavy industry, via lighter industries and horticulture, ending with residences and agriculture, which can
eventually ‘feed’ the power plant again with biomass
and waste (Dobbelsteen et al, 2007-a).
Concerning the Eemsdelta-region the large amounts of
waste heat of the Eemshaven, the industry of Delfzijl
and the A7-zone seem to offer potentials for cascading.
This cascading should take place within and around industrial area´s to have short transport-distances.

Exergy
The Second Law of Thermodynamics states that processes constantly develop towards a state of increasing
entropy. As entropy embodies the non-useful waste
energy evolving during processes, exergy is the useful part, the part that set things to work, a measure of
energy quality.
Energy-converting processes can be efﬁcient, but in
terms of exergy this efﬁciency can be totally different
when the initial exergy level could serve more functions. For instance, a boiler may have an energetic
efﬁciency of 95%, but considering the gas ﬂame of
1500 °C, more can be done with it than just heating
up houses to 20 °C. Hence, the exergetic efﬁciency is
approximately 15%. If the high-caloric heat were used
in the metal industry, the exergetic efﬁciency would
approximate 100%. Therefore, energy of a high-quality
level (with a high exergy content) should be used for
high-grade functions before it transforms into a lowerquality state, which can still be useful to low-grade
functions.
(Dobbelsteen et al, 2007-a)

The restricted transport-distance of heat brings compact cascading area´s with a maximal diameter of 20
km (grey circles of ﬁg. 60), and this means an energydriven return to mixing energy-production and other
functions (Dobbelsteen et al, 2007-b).
For the Eemshaven and the industrial area´s of Delfzijl
a more directed spatial policy has to be taken, by which
large-scaled greenhouses and housing developments
could be initiated to settle the heat-balance. In Delfzijl
they are emphatic searching for that. Nevertheless, to
turn this offer into market-demand, it should become
an attractive area for undertakers and residents, which
isn’t the case. This is a great opportunity (Dobbelsteen
et al, 2007-b).

Fig. 61. Low-ex cascade (Dobbelsteen et al, 2006)
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6.5. Conclusion
The Eemsdelta-region offers great potentials for a more
efﬁcient and sustainable energy-management. Promising is the use of natural resources for the generation of
energy, like wind, water and biomass. Interesting is the
proposed inundation plant (§ 6.1.2.) between Delfzijl
and Termunten, because it implies an integral approach
for the focus area Duurswold/Weiwerd (ﬁg. 62).
The generation of clean energy is combined with the
creation of ﬂooding area´s in the low area of Duurswold. As concluded in chapter ﬁve these area´s
are needed to take away the pressure of the sea during extreme situations. Seawater is temporary re-introduced and the area gets a salt or brackish character.
Agriculture and nature should adapt and experimental
housing on water offers attractive opportunities.
Another promising potential is the low-ex cascading,
which also implies an integral approach. Because besides the improved energy-management it asks for spatial improvement for the industrial area of Delfzijl and
it´s surroundings. As mentioned in § 6.4., to turn the
offer of waste heat into market-demand it should become an attractive area for undertakers and residents,
which isn’t the case (as concluded in § 4.6.). This is a
great opportunity for the areal focus Duurswold/Weiwerd (ﬁg. 62).
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Fig. 62. Focus area
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7

TOWARDS DOLLARD21
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The previous four chapters all pointed to a focus area: the area of Duurswold/Weiwerd. Chapter three concluded
that this area south of Delfzijl lacks original landscapes. Chapter four showed that this area was strongly inﬂuenced by modern developments in the 20th century. Mainly because of the creation of industrial area’s the original
landscape of terps, that was found on the map of 1850, dissappeared and today the area seems to be ‘the brantub of Groningen’: the reservoir of all sorts of planned and unplanned developments which aren’t welcome elsewhere. This ‘reservoir’ surrounds the shrinking city of Delfzijl with a very negative image: “it’s too far away, there’s
nothing to do and it doesn’t look well”.
Chapter ﬁve summed up the effects of climate change in relation with the landscape of the Eemsdelta-region and
showed that the area of Duurswold/Weiwerd is the lowest part of the region. The rising sealevel increases the
pressure at the seadike in extreme situations and with a bursting dike the area will be ﬂooded. Besides this threat
of the sea the low area has to deal with increasing precipitation in winters and drought in summers. The traditional
strategy of hightening the seadike and draining the polders won’t stand anymore. A more ﬂexible strategy, partly
moving with the natural developments, offers opportunities. By the creation of inundation- and buffer-area’s behind the present seadike, future problems can be avoided.
In chapter six interesting potentials were found for a more efﬁcient and sustainable energy-management. An inundation plant that generates clean energy out of the movement of water by inundating low area’s during extreme
situations. Interesting because it implies an integral approach: the generation of clean energy is combined with
the creation of inundation area´s in the low focus area of Duurswold/Weiwerd. Another promising potential is the
low-ex cascading, that implies efﬁcient use of heat ﬂows by cascading industries, horticulture and residences. The
industry of Delfzijl offers an amount of waste heat to realize this cascade. To turn this offer into market-demand
it should become an attractive area for undertakers and residents. This is a great opportunity for the areal focus
Duurswold/Weiwerd.
With the extraction of landscape qualities, landscape degredation, problems and opportunities of climate change
and energy transition this chapter strives for integration: realizing opportunities and resolving conﬂicts. It focusses
on the area Duurswold/Weiwerd, where the largest landscape degredation as well as the greatest opportunities
were located. In 15 spatial design-steps the area develops towards a safe, sustainable and attractive landscape of
the Eemsdelta-region: DOLLARD21.
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7.1. Landscape preservation
The ‘wegdorpenlandschap’ (1) and the landscape of dikes (2) are the two left original landscapes in this area. The
characteristics of these historical, strongly rooted landscapes are still present and should be preserved, restored
and strenghtened. Their typical parcelling and their openess are important qualities of the landscape.

1
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Fig. 63. Landscape preservation

7.2. Ecological swing
An ecological connection between Meerstad (1) and the Schildmeer (2) is already planned. It should be extended
further to the Hondshalstermeer (3) to articulate and to protect the border of the sandy ‘wegdorpenlandschap’.
The ecological zone has wet and dry spots, high and low vegetation and is a safe haven of refuge for fauna. The
fragmented forests below Delfzijl are included, which strengthens the contrast with it´s open surrounding. The
swing is completed with an open ecological zone towards the tidal marshes of the Dollard (4) that articulates the
border of the landscape of dikes.

2
4

1

3

Fig. 64. Ecological swing
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7.3. Recreational swing
The ecological swing has many opportunities to form a recreational network as well. A structure of canals is already present at the borders of the ecological swing (1). With some small adjustments the connection between the
lake of Meerstad, the Schildmeer, the Hondshalstermeer and the lake of the Blauwe Stad is created. Thereby the
network has branches towards Delfzijl and the touristic village of Termunten (2), where the ports to the Wadden
Sea appear. Next to this network for boats, a cycling- and walking-route will further expand the accessibility of the
area.

2
1
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Fig. 65. Recreational swing

7.4. Storage swing
The sandy ´wegdorpenlandschap´ and the claypolders of the landscape of dikes have the best agricultural grounds
of the area. But especially the low and sandy grounds are vulnerable for increasing precipitation in winter and
drought in the summer. The wet areas in the swing offer space for the storage of fresh water (1). In wet periods
water can be stored to supply the agricultural areas in dry summer-periods. This causes a sustainable perspective for the two original landscapes whereby a proﬁtabel agricultural function guarantees a future openess of the
landscape.

1

Fig. 66. Storage swing
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7.5. Framing Delfzijl
The disordered spread-out of industrial fragments from Delfzijl into the city’s surrounding landscape could be
stopped by creating a clear physical border for urban developments. The bounding seadike is extended as a total
ring-dike around the city (1).

1
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Fig. 67. Framing Delfzijl

7.6. Framing industry
The industrial fragments withdraw to the underdeveloped industrial areas inside the ring-dike of Delfzijl (1). The
surrounding landscape is open again and the readability of the landscape has increased by the strong contrast of
a dense city in an open landscape. The dike functions as a sound-barrier as well, so the city’s surrounding remains
silent.

1

Fig. 68. Framing industry
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7.7. Second frame
A second frame is almost present with existing reliëf and higher leveled canals south of Delfzijl. The borders of
a grand, open and silent reserve around Delfzijl (1) are completed. The inbetween-area Delfzijl-Appingedam (2)
remains open. This reserve is an ideal low area to serve as an inundation area. By reserving space for water, the
pressure on the seadikes in extreme situations can be taken away. Inundation plants will provide a controlled inundation of the lower areas around Delfzijl in combination with the generation of clean energy.

2

1
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Fig. 69. Second frame

Trough analysis of the regions reliëf it became clear that this area belongs to the lowest parts of the region (the
black parts are below sealevel). Water will automatically ﬂow into this area by a burst of the seadike. At the
same time the map shows some obstacles that will stop the waterﬂow: the high situated Eemskanaal (1), the
´Afwateringskanaal van Duurswold´ (2), the ´Termunterzijldiep´ (3) and the ridge between the lower area and
the high situated sea-clay polders of the Oldambt (4). With some restoration and a smart use of this existing
boundaries the border of the inundation area is completed.

1

2
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Fig. 70. Relief map
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7.8. Compartment 1
The inundation area can be divided
into different compartments. They can
be used independent with different
inlets, determined by the urgency of
threat. The ﬁrst compartment is between the higher ridge of the Oldambt
and the Termunterzijldiep.

Fig. 71. Compartment 1

7.9. Compartment 2
The second compartment is between
the Termunterzijldiep, the Wagenborgse Maar (which has to be restored) and the Afwateringskanaal van
Duurswold.
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Fig. 72. Compartment 2

7.10. Compartment 3
The third compartment can be found
between the Afwateringskanaal van
Duurswold and the Eemskanaal.

Fig. 73. Compartment 3

7.11. Compartment 4
The fourth compartment is located between the Eemskanaal and the Groote
Heekt. In this case Delfzijl is totally
surrounded by seawater and Appingedam has suddenly a front at the water.
Both the city’s remain save and dry.

Fig. 74. Compartment 4
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7.12. Landscape of wads
When the threat of water and the pressure on the dikes dissappear, the compartments can be drained with traditional poldermills through the present higher canals. The area is left dry and a brackish landscape of ‘kwelders,
slikken en geulen’ (marshes, ﬂats and creeks) remains. The Dollard of the 21st century is born. The frequency of
inundation will determine the natural development of this area.
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Fig. 75. Landscape of wads

7.13. Landscape of terps
A few villages are located in the inundation area, which were originally terps. In some areas the parcelling is still
intact. Some of these terps are absorbed in the city’s of Appingedam and Delfzijl and aren’t recognizable anymore.
With the creation of the frame and the inundation of the area these terps retake their function and meaning. The
cities of Delfzijl and Appingedam become part of the landscape they were built upon: the landscape of terps.

Fig. 76. Landscape of terps
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7.14. ‘Zonnewierde’
Waste heat of the industry is the starting point for the growth of a high-quality cascading city. The high quality heat is ﬁrst used to heat other industries, than to greenhouses, dwellings, ofﬁces and restaurants. With this
principle energy is saved. In a future where fossil fuels become expensive this approach would be attractive for
settlement. Delfzijl expands within its ring-dike with sustainable industry, horticulture and housing, whereby the
climate-safety is an important factor for settlement as well. The ‘wierde (terp) of Weiwerd’ becomes the centre of
this sustainable development and is the ﬁgurative ‘Zonnewierde’ of Delfzijl.
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Fig. 77. Zonnewierde

Anne Lo Vernay, student at the TU Delft, did a thesis-research titled ´Merging energy management and spatial
planning at the local level´, with a case study for Delfzijl (Vernay, 2007). In this study two important developments were suggested for Delfzijl:
• The ﬁrst development that we are suggesting is to cascade industrial waste heat to newly built residential areas.
Waste heat cannot be used directly by residential areas but must ﬁrst go through a heat exchanger. We need a
heat input sufﬁcient to increase the return ﬂow of 20°C to 25°C. We are here assuming that this should be possible with a waste heat input of 40°C and an output of 30°C. We can thus conclude that only one waste stream from
Aldel could meet the conditions for direct link to residential areas. This is assuming that a temperature of 40°C is
available every time space-heating demand is present.
Environmental performance:
We can see that the suggested designs performs better than the standard situation and that almost 60% of the
CO2 emissions can be avoided.
• The second development that we are suggesting is to implement a new kind of living area: the zonneterp. It
consists of energy producing greenhouses attached to very low exergy residential apartments. The zonneterp is
almost energy independent. First, these greenhouses are closed and their excess heat, instead of being released
in the air is stored in an aquifer for seasonal storage. Inventors afﬁrm that 2 ha of greenhouses should be sufﬁcient to meet their demand and the demand of 200 households. Considering that no fossil fuel is used to generate
energy in the zonneterp, the environmental performance is very high.
Finally, it should also be possible to make an even better use of energy by promoting heat cascade in the whole
system. In this case, industrial waste heat would ﬁrst ﬂow to greenhouses and their waste heat would then be
used in residential areas. As such, much more work can be performed by the same initial amount of energy.
Another possible development is the implementation of small-scale bio-fermentation in the villages of Woldendorp,
Nieuwolda, Siddeburen and Wagenborgen. The biogas generated could then be used to produce heat and power
and meet the demand of both the farm and nearby newly built households.
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7.15. DOLLARD21

Fig. 78. DOLLARD21
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The wierde (terp) of
Weiwerd as the ﬁgurative
´zonnewierde´ of the
cascading city of Delfzijl.

Former terps that were absorbed by the city´s of Delfzijl
and Appingedam retake their
function and meaning.

The ecological zone gets
a brackish character and
becomes an extension of the
tidal marshes of the Dollard.

Waste heat of the industry
is the starting point for the
growth of a high-quality cascading city.

The recreational terp-village of
Termunten becomes part of an
unique and original landscape.

The dense ecological and recreational swing in contrast with
the open inundation area.

DOLLARD21 originated out of an analysis of the Eemsdelta-region, with an accent on landscape, climate change and energy transition. It focuses on Delfzijl and its surroundings where landscape degradation and the threath of water seems to be great problems, but where spatial adaptation and a sustainable energie-management offer great opportunities.
By reserving space for water, the pressure on the seadikes in extreme situations can be taken away. An inundation
plants provides a controlled inundation of the lower area´s around Delfzijl in combination with the generation of
clean energy.
The border of this inundation area is almost present with existing relief and higher leveled canals
south of Delfzijl. With the continuation of the seadike as a ring around Delfzijl the frame for the seawater-inlet is completed: the Dollard of the 21st century appears.
This framing of the landscape provides great advantages. It offers not only a boundary for seawater but also a
border for spatial development. It initiates a clear contrast between an intense and safe city and a open surrounding reserve that has to deal with the dynamics of salty seawater. Replacement of farmers and the withdrawal of
urban and industrial elements into the ring-dike of Delfzijl will follow.
The city’s of Delfzijl and Appingedam become part of the landscape they were built upon: the landscape of wads and terps. Only high-water resistant buildings and salt and brackish water resistant
ecology shall survive. Existing (often faded) terp-villages retake their function and an unique and
original landscape has reborn.
The city of Delfzijl takes advantage of an improved energy management with an optimal matching of supply and
demand of energy qualities. Waste heat of the industry is the starting point for the growth of a high-quality cascading city. The high quality heat is ﬁrst used to heat other industries, then to greenhouses and then to heat
dwellings, ofﬁces and restaurants. With this principle energie is saved. In a future where fossil fuels become expensive this approach would be attractive for settlement.
Delfzijl expands within its ring-dike with sustainable industry, horticulture and housing, whereby
the climate-safety is an important factor for settlement as well. The expansion will function like a
´zonneterp´: an almost energy independent living area. The heat cascade is completed with heat
storage, biobased-, solar-, and wind energy. The wierde (terp) of Weiwerd becomes the centre of this
sustainable development and is the ﬁgurative ‘zonnewierde’ of Delfzijl.
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DOLLARD21/DELFZEILAND
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DOLLARD21 assumes a future growth of economy and population in Delfzijl, driven by the advantages of safe and
clean industry and housing in an atttractive landscape. Nevertheless, the population of Delfzijl is shrinking: the
population declined from 32.000 in 1975 to 27.700 today and will further shrink to 25.000 inhabitants in 2025.
The city struggles with a very negative housing-image, unoccupation, pauperism and unemployment. Delfzijl
chooses large-scale restructuring and demolition of old houses as a strategy for ﬁghting the demographical shrinkage. 1.650 houses will be demolished and replaced by 1.200 new houses in the period 2000-2010 (Ruimtelijk
Planbureau, 2006).
The shrinkage is an interesting starting-point for a design that implies a transformation of Delfzijl into a compact
and highly qualitative city: Delfzeiland. In this scenario the shrinkage is taken as a grand opportunity to improve
the climate safety, energetic efﬁciency and living environment of the city.
In 2037 Delfzeiland functions as a complete self-sufﬁcient city, where people, businesses and industries act in a
maximal efﬁcient state of co-operation. With 25.000 inhabitants the population has reached its maximum and
remains stable. In comparison to the expensive and hasty Dutch mainland people live cheap, safe, and peaceful in
close relation with nature.
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8.1. Delfzijl 2007

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

Spatial bottle-necks:
The city struggles with a negative housing-image, unoccupation and pauperism. A restructuring process
has started;
A rising sealevel causes an increasing pressure on the seadike. The risk is the highest in the harbour of
Delfzijl which is open to the water;
A spread-out of second-rated industrial fragments into the southern, open landscape;
While more than 300 acres lie fallow in the industrial areas;
The fragmentation of the in-between area Delfzijl-Appingedam with business and housing;
The absorption of former terps into urban areas;
A disorderly and too narrow interference of industry, infrastructure and city centre;
The sea-lock has to be broadened, where the location offers less space (Stuurgroep Eemsdelta, 2005).
Environmental bottle-necks:
The very high non-renewable energy consumption of the Metal Park, 97% of Delzijl’s total energy de
mand (Vernay, 2007);
The non-renewable energy consumption (68% is heat demand) of Delfzijl’s households (Vernay, 2007);
While waste heat from the Chemical Park is available for the heating of 2800 houses, which causes a decrease of fossil fuel use and CO2 emmission of more than 40% (Vernay, 2007). But the system and the
houses aren’t present;
Continuous increasement of polluted mud;
Polluted grounds in the industrial area´s (Stuurgroep Eemsdelta, 2005).
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Fig. 79. Delfzijl 2007
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8.2. Delfzijl 2017

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
A)
B)
C)

D)

E)

Spatial improvement:
The seadike is transformed in a ring-dike around Delfzijl and guarantees the cities future climate safety.
The surrounding of Delfzijl opens up for the sea;
The once absorbed terps appear and are suddenly part of Delfzijl’s surrounding landscape;
The inundation caused a withdrawal of urban and industrial fragments into the ring-dike of Delfzijl. The
underdeveloped industrial areas ﬁll up on condition that energy efﬁciency gets highest priority. Polluted
grounds are cleaned and the new buildings are supplied with green roofs and surrounding green space;
The industries close to the city centre remove under the same conditions to the industrial area;
Delfzijl’s centre can breathe again and the space required for the adaptation of the sea-lock is available.
Environmental improvement:
Two biomass incinerators are built in the industrial area. With this plant 35% of the electricity needs of the
Metal Park is delivered (Vernay, 2007);
A waste plant is built which generates electricity and heat from waste;
Fossil fuels become scarce and too expensive and citizens become increasingly aware of environ
mental issues and the impact of energy production and consumption. That’s why more and more old build
ings are replaced by energy efﬁcient ones. The ﬁrst 1400 new energy efﬁcient buildings are built around
wierde Weiwerd, using the waste heat from the Chemical Park and heat and electricity from the waste
plant. A decrease of fossil fuel use and CO2 emmission of more than 40% in relation with the standard
buildings they replace;
Mud-depots are past tense, Delfzijl re-uses its own mud. The ring-dike is strenghtened with polluted mud
(basalt-blocks are made out of mud, by which the pollution breaks down or immobilizes). The mud is also
used for the restoration and the creation of terps. The continuous deliverance of mud isn’t a problem any
more; it’s a building component for climate adaptation;
The ring-dike functions as a sound-barrier as well. The surrounding landscape remains silent.
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Fig. 80. Delfzijl 2017
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8.3. Delfzijl 2027

1)

Total improvement:
Not only the energy efﬁciency of the houses around Wierde Weiwerd attracts Delfzijl’s citizens. The attractive south-orientated buildings with a great view at the surrounding landscape is another important reason
for removal. A total polarisation happens; the area works like a magnet on people, businesses and industries. The compactness of the area with an intens co-operation of these three components is a main initiator of creativity and development. Greenhouses and buildings are integrated in the ring-dike;

2)

Delfzijl removes, only its historical city centre and the restructured Delfzijl-north remain at site;

3)

Delfzijl’s industry is totally supplied with renewable energy from biomass. The biomass is produced in the
´New Oldambt´ area, the city´s energy-garden (§ 8.5.). New fertile claypolders are gained for optimal
deliverance. A rapeseed oil mill produces pure plant oil, that is used as transport fuel. A compact, modern
harbour is built near the industrial area to make biomass supply by ship possible;

4)

Greenhouses ﬁll up the cascade of industry and housing. More than 100 acres of greenhouses are related
to more than 10.000 houses. The industries waste heat is used by the greenhouses and thereafter passed
on to the buildings. The heat is seasonally stored in the ground. Organic wastes produced both by the
greenhouses and the inhabitants are used to generate electricity. The CO2 generated during this process is
redirected to the greenhouse in order to increase the production rate of the crops. The environmental performance is almost 100%; which means no fossil fuel consumption and no CO2 emmision.

2027
25.500 inhabitants
Polarization
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Fig. 81. Delfzijl 2027
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8.4. Delfzeiland 2037

Delfzijl is totally released and the compact, safe and self-sufﬁcient city is completed: Delfzeiland. It offers a complete energy neutral way of living with an environmental performance of 100%; no fossil fuel consumption and
no CO2 emmision. It functions as a complete self-sufﬁcient city, where people, businesses and industries act in a
maximal efﬁcient state of co-operation. The former Dollard is completely reclaimed into Delfzeiland’s energy garden ‘New Oldambt’, which guarantees the city’s biomass supply and a safe income for it’s farmers. The city’s waste
is also used as energy source or is upgraded with recycling. The industries engagement with local material and
energy ﬂows and with local social, cultural, and economic forces causes a rich connection with place.

2037
25.000 inhabitants
Total independence

Fig. 82. Delfzeiland 2037
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8.5. DOLLARD21/Delfzeiland
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Fig. 83. DOLLARD21/Delfzeiland

DELFZEILAND. An unique island, part of the dynamics of the Wadden Sea. It offers a high quality living environment with a direct connection to natural pleasures as sun, light, air and water.
The landscape continuously changes; the tidal turns of the water, the movement of sandbanks and
channels, the changing colors of the vegetation.
Former terps like Termunten, Woldendorp and Biessum retook their function and are self-sufﬁcient small islands
in the Wadden sea. The old city centre of Delfzijl is a fortress, like it was in the 18th century. It now functions
as a recreational island. Appingedam has a city-front at the Wadden Sea and the sea has moved 10 kilometres
closer to the city centre of Groningen (distance of 15 km).
The area´s history of land reclamation continues. While the unfertile and wet lowlands around
Delfzeiland are taken over by the dynamics of the sea, the current Dollard offers 10.000 acres of
fertile land in return. The production of energy crops in the save and fertile clay-polders offers the
lowland-farmers a secure and proﬁtable future.
This New Oldambt area is the energy-garden for the self-sufﬁcient Delfzeiland. Energy crops as wheat, sunﬂower and rapeseed provide the biomass needed for the production of fuel, heat and electricity. The amount
of polders growths similarly with the need for biomass and thus with the growth (or decline) of population and
economy of the city.
Besides the economical and sustainable proﬁts, the region gains an expansion of the original landscape of dikes. A straight and open landscape, where 90 percent of the view is deﬁned by the color
and shapes of the crops, completed with the expression of the sky. An ultimate technical landscape
in great contrast with the naturally formed DOLLARD21 around Delfzeiland.
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8.6. Impressions DOLLARD21/Delfzeiland
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Fig. 84. Impression Delfzeiland 2037
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Fig. 85. Impression Delfzeiland 2037
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Fig. 86, 87. Delfzeiland
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Fig. 88, 89. Delfzeiland
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Fig. 90, 91. New Oldambt
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Fig. 92, 93. New Oldambt
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9

EVALUATION DOLLARD21
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Why it becomes safe
In the report two different interpretations of safety
appeared (1.5.3.), derived from the treaths of climate
change and the scarcity of fossil resources.
The design of DOLLARD21 shows an inundation area
surrounding the city of Delfzijl. By reserving space for
water, the pressure on the seadikes in extreme situations can be taken away. With the continuation of the
seadike as a ring around Delfzijl and the use of existing
reliefs, a bordered area of almost 10.000 acres (comparable with the present Dollard) has appeared. This area
is reserved for a controlled in- and outlet of seawater in
times of threath.
Four different compartments offer space for water,
which can be used independent with different inlets, determined by the urgency of threat. This strategy shows
a layered defence that moves with the natural developments. This ﬂexible system, that gives the sea more
inﬂuence inlands, causes fewer risks. (In the elaborated
design of DOLLARD21/Delfzeiland the inundation area
is totally open for the sea: Delfzijl becomes an island in
the Waddensea. This still can be reached by an in- and
outlet system, that is open in normal situations and
takes control in times of treath.)
Concerning the scarcity of fossil resources both the
designs encourage a transition towards the use of
renewable sources. A maximal situation is reached in
the design of DOLLARD21/Delfzeiland, where the city
of Delfzijl becomes totally self-sufﬁcient. Delfzeiland
offers a complete energy neutral way of living with an
environmental performance of 100%; no fossil fuel consumption and no CO2 emmision (which helps to limit
the threath of climate change).
Delfzijl is totally supplied with energy from wind, water,
sun and biomass. Biomass is produced in the New Oldambt area, the cities energy-garden. A rapeseed oil mill
produces pure plant oil, that is used as transport fuel.
This state of self-sufﬁency avoids dependency on other
country’s which will take advantage of their position
and cause increasing tensions on the global level.

Objections
The strategy of using existing, inactive landscape elements as active elements to direct the waterﬂow is a
rather new and unexperienced approach. At the moment study’s are focussed on the re-use of dike-compartments by ﬂooding of river-area’s and the damming
functions of existing reliefs in these area’s. In case of
ﬂooding with seawater a further research is required.
Why it becomes sustainable
In § 1.5.3. a deﬁnition of sustainability was given: the
ability of a landscape to sustain the carrying capacity
of the system of which it is a part, without additional
intervention and without resource depletion or system
degradation (Motloch, 2001).
As mentioned above the design of DOLLARD21/Delfzeiland strives for an energy neutral way of living with an
environmental performance of 100%; no fossil fuel consumption and no CO2 emmision. It strives for a development towards a landscape without resource depletion
and landscape degredation. In the design-steps towards
DOLLARD21 the ﬁrst measurements are implied:
solving landscape degredation by framing modern developments and increasing energy-efﬁciency by cascading.
Thereby the inundation-plants will temporary generate
clean energy out of the movement of water. The transformation of Delfzijl into Delfzeiland goes further: the
realization of biomass-incinerators, a waste plant and
a rape-seed oil mill. Greenhouses ﬁll up the cascade of
industry and housing. More than 100 acres of greenhouses are related to more than 10.000 houses. In
2037 Delfzijl functions as a complete self-sufﬁcient city
totally supplied with energy from wind, water, sun and
biomass. A city where people, businesses and industries
act in a maximal efﬁcient state of co-operation.
In a broader sense both the designs try to ﬁnd a new
future balance, where the region’s history forms a reference for a sustainable human-nature relation. In periods when sea-inﬂuence was normal and people adapted
with building terps and dikes the use of the landscape
did not deplete the natural resources. With the return
of the sea-inﬂuence the former terps and dikes retake
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their function again and the cities of Delfzijl and Appingedam become part of the original landscape they
were built upon. Instead of degredation the return of
natural dynamics cause an upgrade into a meaningful landscape. A back to nature approach isn’t realistic,
but by using new technologies and ideas we can adapt
again and live together with nature and proﬁt from the
resources it offers. When this balance is found again
the landscape should be able to sustain and regenerate,
without resource depletion or system degradation.
Objections
Energy potentials and proposed technologies are derived from study’s of the TU Delft for the entire province of Groningen. During my research I’ve extracted
potentials that I found useful for my thesis. It must be
said that the representation in this report is just a limited reproduction of the broad pallet of knowledge that
the study of the TU Delft offers. This study also makes
clear that further research is needed into the technologies, the feasibility and the effects of as well inundation
plants as energy-cascades.
Why it becomes attractive
As mentioned in § 1.5.3. attractiveness is a very broad
notion and that’s why it’s related to the problem statement of the research: “to proﬁt from the opportunities
of future developments the Eemsdelta-region should
become an attractive area for undertakers and residents, which isn’t the case”.
In the ﬁrst place both the designs offer safety and
sustainability. These qualities are growing factors for
settlement in a future that has to deal with climate
change and the scarcity of fossil resources. For example the settlement of Google in the Eemshaven for the
main reason that it offers a safe place (as mentioned
in 4.1.1.). In the second place both the designs strive
for solving landscape degredation and development
towards landscape quality. Instead of the present less
appreciated surrounding landscape of Delfzijl the city
becomes part of an unique landscape part of the dynamics of the Wadden Sea. It offers a high quality living
environment with a direct connection to natural pleasures as sun, light, air and water.
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CONCLUSION
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The method used in this report was research by design
according to the approach of the landscape as a system. This method has been initiated in order to answer
the following question:
How can the developments of climate change and
energy-transition contribute to an integral spatial
development towards a safe, sustainable and attractive landscape of the Eemsdelta-region?
The developments of climate change and energy transition can contribute to a safe, sustainable and attractive
landscape of the Eemsdelta-region when an integral
spatial approach is taken that reacts actively to climate
change, proﬁts from sustainable energy potentials and
solves landscape degredation. This thesis is founded
with the results of the design process as shown in this
report:
The future developments of climate change and energytransition will inﬂuence the landscape of the Eemsdeltaregion. According to the approach of the landscape
as a system climate change and energy-transition are
just parts of this whole system, mutually related and
interrelated with many other parts. The whole system
should be taken into account. Therefore an analysis of
the present landscape was needed to ﬁnd other formative forces that are part of the system.
The start of the research was a site analysis of the
Eemsdelta-region (to answer sub-question 1). A distinction between original landscapes and modern landscapes was made in order to extract present landscape
quality and landscape degredation and their formative
forces. Landscape qualities like the natural dynamics
of the Wadden Sea, the large-scaled openess and the
terp-villages were extracted and located.
With that historical-cultural qualities appeared as well;
for example the regions dynamic history with a continuous interaction between nature and culture. A culture
that constantly adapted to the dynamics of the sea,
ﬁrst by building terps, continued with the creation of
dikes. The end of chapter three showed a focus-area
where an absence of landscape qualities was found.

The conclusion of chapter four was that this focusarea accomodates the main landscape degradation of
the region. Where we found an original transition from
the ‘wegdorpenlandschap’ into a landscape of terps in
1850, the area Duurswold/Weiwerd (south of Delfzijl)
is brought into a negative spiral under the inﬂuence
of modern developments. Mud-depots, gas-locations,
dumping-grounds, roads, cross-terrains, production
forests and high-power pylons prevail.
The area seems to be the reservoir of all sorts of
planned and unplanned developments which are not
welcome elsewhere. This unattractive landscape surrounds the city of Delfzijl. A shrinking city with a very
negative image: “it’s too far away, there’s nothing to
do and it doesn’t look well”. For succesful integration of
the future developments of climate change and energy
transition, this landscape degradation as well as the
extracted landscape qualities should be taken into account.
The second step in my research was a program
analysis of climate change and energy transition in
relation with the landscape of the Eemsdelta-region (to
answer sub-questions 2 and 3) to ﬁnd the problems
and the opportunities of these developments. Chapter
ﬁve Climate and landscape ﬁrst sums up the effects of
climate change for the region. The rising sealevel and
an increasing precipitation, together with a groundlevel
decrease causes a degrading process. The low-situated
focus-area Duurswold/Weiwerd contains the greatest
risk, with a burst of the seadike it will be ﬂooded. We
can’t only stand with building higher seadikes, a more
active spatial adaptation to climate change is needed.
A more layered defense, partly moving with the natural
developments will offer opportunities: the creation of
inundation area’s to offer space for water in times of
threath.
Chapter six Energy and landscape summed up the
regions sustainable energy-potentials with the main
conclusion that the Eemsdelta-region offers great
potentials for a more efﬁcient and sustainable energymanagement. Promising is the use of natural resources
for the generation of energy, like wind, water and
biomass. Interesting is the proposed inundation plant,
because it implies an integral approach by generating
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clean energy in combination with creation of ﬂooding
area´s in the low area of Duurswold/Weiwerd. Another
promising potential is the low-ex cascading, that implies efﬁcient use of heat ﬂows by cascading industries,
horticulture and residences. But to turn the offer of
waste heat into market-demand it should become an
attractive area for undertakers and residents, which
isn’t the case. This is a great opportunity for the areal
focus Duurswold/Weiwerd.
With the extraction of landscape qualities, landscape
degredation, problems and opportunities of climate
change and energy transition the following step was
integration: realizing opportunities and resolving
conﬂicts between site and program (to answer subquestion 4). A choice was made to focus on the area
Duurswold/Weiwerd, where the largest landscape
degredation as well as the greatest opportunities were
located.
Chapter seven shows 15 spatial design-steps for development towards a safe, sustainable and attractive landscape of the Eemsdelta-region, coming together in the
design DOLLARD21. An integral development because
the developments are interrelated: landscape preservation in combination with ecological development,
a physical border for industrial development together
with the realization of a reserve for water, inundation
area’s combined with the generation of clean energy,
etc. The design DOLLARD21/Delfzeiland is an elaborated design of DOLLARD21, based on demographical
shrinkage. This development can be an opportunity for
the city of Delfzijl to develop to a totally independent
city that represents maximal safety, sustainability and
attractiveness.
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Recommendations
It should be obvious that it is just one possible approach that directs towards a possible design. Both the
designs shouldn’t be taken as ﬁxed plans, but as representations of a possible future landscape inﬂuenced
by diverse formative forces. A future landscape that is
able to integrate changing conditions and to sustain and
regenerate over time.
The report could be a reference for policy-makers
concerned with the region, but also for everyone that
has to deal with a landscape inﬂuenced by the developments of climate change and energy transition.
Because the report deals with a broad pallet of developments (climate change, energy transition, demographical shrinkage, landscape degredation) it should be
clear that the research into these developments had to
be limited. Further research is needed into the proposed spatial measurements, their technologies, their
feasibility and their effects.
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